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1.What should you do to make a new field mandatory when the test status changes to Ready?  

A. Set configuration options for the new field via Customize > Workflow > Script Generator-Test Details 

Field Customization.  

B. Modify the code of the appropriate event function in Customize > Workflow > Script Editor.  

C. Set configuration options for the new field via Customize > Project Entities > Test > User Fields.  

D. Create a custom event function in Customize > Project Entities > Test > User Fields.  

Answer: B 

 

2.What is Application Lifecycle Intelligence (ALI) Dev?  

A. An integration that allows teams developing for the Force.corn platform to benefit from ALI features  

B. A set of IDE plug-ins that help developers to easily connect to HP ALM directly from their favorite IDEs  

C. A Build Management integration that extends the model of HP ALM with information about builds, their 

content (code changes), and development metrics  

D. An integration with Static Code Analyzers that allow for reviewing of detected code issues directly in 

the context of requirements, defects, builds, and code changes  

Answer: C 

Explanation:  

Reference: https://hpln.hp.com/group/application-lifecycle-intelligence  

 

3.What happens when all licenses for a specific HP ALM module are currently in use and an additional 

user tries to access that module?  

A. ALM allows the user read-only access. Once a license is released, the user will be informed that write 

privileges nave been granted.  

B. ALM allows timesharing-based access. All users can access the module for a fixed time by using write 

privileges.  

C. ALM uses a fixed seat model. What happens depends on whether the user is accessing ALM from a 

computer that is registered as licensed.  

D. ALM uses a concurrency model. The user will be declined access and receive a message indicating 

such.  

Answer: D 

 

4.Which entities can be linked to a defect? (Select two.)  

A. Cycles  

B. Tests  

C. Releases  

D. Reports  

E. Defects  

Answer: B,E 

 

5.Which HP ALM entities must toe defined for Project Planning and Tracking?  

A. Only Milestones, KPIs, and Scope Items  

B. Only Release and KPIs  

C. Release, Milestones, KPIs, and Requirements  

D. Release, Milestones, KPIs, and Scope Items  
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Answer: D 

 


